Tuesday, 11th February 2014

ISA Recommendations 2014
Our ISA portfolio recommendations for 2013 are currently* showing a collective return of 25.57%**, versus
a return from the FTSE All Share Index of 5.5% and on the FTSE 100 of 6.2%.
We recommended 15 stocks twelve months ago (click here to read our 14th February 2013 report) and
£1,000 invested in each would have returned £18,835.70 from an initial investment of £15,000.

Stocks Recommended in 2013: Average return 25.57%**
Company Name
British American Tobacco
Costain
Diageo
Experian
Galliford Try
Great Portland Estates
Greene King
Moneysupermarket.com
Oxford Instruments
Prudential
Rightmove
Smiths Group
Sports Direct
Telecom Plus
Whitbread

Price
14/02/13 (p)
3,297.0
265.0
1,880.0
1,098.0
822.0
486.0
690.0
190.0
1,736.0
934.0
1,700.0
1,222.0
418.0
973.0
2,641.5

Price
07/02/2014 (p)
2,925.0
299.5
1,818.0
1,075.0
1,159.0
619.5
872.5
170.5
1,572.0
1,276.0
2,683.0
1,403.0
691.0
1,834.0
3,935.0

% Gain/(Loss)

% Gain/Loss

-11.28
+13.02
-3.30
-2.09
+41.00
+27.47
+26.45
-10.26
-9.45
+36.62
+57.82
+14.81
+65.31
+88.49
+48.97

+25.57

Source: Proquote
* All current share price data quoted is correct as at market close on Friday 7th February 2014
** Past performance is not an indicator of future results

Our recommended ISA portfolio stock recommendations for 2014 are given below.
The Companies have been selected for growth, yield (or both) or recovery and are regarded as
long-term quality investments. We have included a number of Speculative Buy AIM listed
companies as they can now be included in an ISA Portfolio following changes brought into
effect in August 2013. They will be monitored on a regular basis and we will update when
appropriate.
A few of the selected stocks are more growth orientated and may not pay a dividend or
exhibit low yields currently. All stocks recommended that are listed on AIM are Speculative
Buys.
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Beaufort Securities’ ISA Recommendations for 2014
Avanti Communications
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

AVN.L
Mobile
Telecommunications
Market:
FTSE AIM 100
Market Cap:
£253m
Price:
223p
12 month High/Low:
338p/138p
Yield:
P/E:
Loss making
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Avanti Communications Group PLC sells
managed satellite data communications
services using Ka band satellites on a
wholesale basis to service providers. Avanti
owns a fleet of three satellites, two in orbit,
with a fourth to be acquired in-orbit. In
addition Avanti owns three earth stations
with back up antenna facilities. The company has a unique cloud
technology strategy which differentiates with its flexibility and
importantly its quality. The latter benefit allows Avanti to offer
unique product offering with commensurate pricing power. Its
services are used in Enterprise, Carrier, Government and
Broadband markets. To date Avanti has $800 million invested in
its infrastructure. There are obvious multi-layered barriers to
entry. With an increasingly ‘blue chip’ customer base the in-situ
assets are unique as are the master register of spectrum.
Of recent note and which certainly underpins our belief in
Avanti’s potential is the recent success in cellular backhaul in
Europe and Enterprise in South Africa. Avanti’s offering is
increasingly being seen as a necessity for mission critical delivery
of services. In backhaul its necessity for mobile operators is
becoming increasingly apparent with a number of trials
underway in Africa and the near Middle East. News on the
results could have a material impact for Avanti’s share price. Any
material order in backhaul could have a significant impact on
capacity utilisation. The shares have been as high as 730p in
December 2011 and 400p in July 2012.
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Costain
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

COST.L
Construction &
Materials
Market:
FTSE Small Cap
Market Cap:
£195m
Price:
299.5p
12 month High/Low: 316p/245p
Yield:
3.5%
P/E:
7.9x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The principal activities of the group are
Consultancy, Engineering, Construction and
Operations and Maintenance. Its four
business
segments
are
Environment,
Infrastructure, Energy & Process, and Land
Development operations. Environment division comprises of the
group's operations in the water, waste, education and retail
sectors. Infrastructure division includes the Group's operations in
the highways, rail and airports sectors. Energy & Process division
includes the group's operations in nuclear power, hydrocarbons
and chemicals sectors. The January 2014 trading update
commented that the Company ‘has continued to perform
strongly and consequently expects to deliver a full-year result in
line with the Board's expectations. As a result of new contract
wins and extensions, including the landmark AMP6 programme
for Thames Water, the Hinkley Point C nuclear power station
project, and a number of additional contracts for Crossrail, the
Group finished the year with a high quality order book up 25% at
£3.0 billion (2012: £2.4 billion) of which over 90% is repeat
orders, providing good long-term revenue visibility. In excess of
£750 million of work has been secured for 2014 (2012: in excess
of £700 million secured for 2013).
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Daily Mail & General Trust
Key Data
Ticker:
DMGT.L
Sector:
Media
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£3.6bn
Price:
1,050p
12 month High/Low: 1,056p/643p
Yield:
1.8%
P/E:
18x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

DMGT has a number of B2B and B2C media
operations.
The company’s B2B assets:
Euromoney (68% owned by DMGT) is an international financial
publishing and event organisation.
RMS is a developer of models to quantify risk from catastrophic
events. DMGi is a portfolio of B2B companies with must-have
content, technology or analytics in attractive sectors.
DMG Events runs trade exhibitions across 25 countries.
DMGT’s B2C assets:
Daily Mail, Mail on Sunday and Metro.
Digital assets include mailonline, a 51% stake in Zoopla and
Evenbase. There is talk of floatation of Zoopla in 2014
DMGT has reported a strong Q1 this morning with Group
underlying revenue growth an impressive +6%. B2B businesses
grew +10%.
dmg media revenues were up a solid +2% with advertising in the
quarter up +5% and at +6% in the first five weeks of Q2.
Management have bought back bonds thus reducing interest
charges. Most importantly, guidance for the year is confirmed.
With such a strong set of numbers, I would not be surprised if
analysts upgraded as year progresses.
RMS needs further discussion as 2014 sees a major launch of
RMS (One).
RMS is transforming the insurance industry's understanding and
quantification of risk by delivering the world's leading
catastrophe risk models in a real-time risk management
environment. Driven by innovation and backed by 25 years of
risk management expertise, RMS solutions are trusted, reliable
benchmarks for strategic risk pricing, management, and transfer.
We believe that RMS (one) could lead to significant growth
where 30 early access development partners are testing the
software. The 30 companies account for circa 50% of current
RMS revenues (Total revenue 2013 £173m). Definitely a stock to
tuck away.
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Greene King
Key Data
Ticker:
GNK.L
Sector:
Travel & Leisure
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£1.85bn
Price:
872.5p
12 month High/Low: 933p/643p
Yield:
3%
P/E:
16x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

A fully integrated brewer/pub operator,
with over 1400 tenanted and leased pubs
and 900 managed retail pubs. Growth is
important but size is not, although the
objective is to grow to 1100 retail pubs with a smaller, higher
quality tenanted estate - with due emphasis on the calibre of the
Licensee. The retail growth will come from acquisitions, new
builds and reverse transfers (from the tenanted estate) as well as
increasing the exposure to the eating out market. Retail pubs
include Hungry Horse, Eating Inn and Old English Inns and Loch
Fynne Restaurants. In addition to those ‘Destination’ venues, the
company operates a Greene King branded ‘Local Pubs’ division.
The brewery in Bury St Edmunds produces three of the country's
best-known cask ales: Greene King IPA, Old Speckled Hen and
Abbot Ale. In Scotland, the Belhaven brewery in Dunbar
produces some of the country's favourite beers, including
Belhaven Best, Scotland's no. 1 ale brand. We said last year that
it had a good run, and we say it again: quality integrated brewer,
pub and restaurant operator.
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IP Group
Key Data
Ticker:
IPO.L
Sector:
Financial Services
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£660m
Price:
176.9p
12 month High/Low: 198p/121p
Yield:
P/E:
15x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

IP Group PLC is engaged in the
business of commercialization of
intellectual property generated from
its partner universities, mainly
through the formation of, and investment in, spin-out companies.
The Company is in the process of acquiring Fusion IP (FIT.L) which
is a similar vehicle but with different universities and a few years
behind IP Group. It will bring a number of spin-out companies
that are less advanced than some of IP’s.
IP Group’s portfolio comprises holdings in over 70 companies
including Oxford Nanopore Technologies, the DNA sequencing
development company, Revolymer, best known for its removable
chewing gum and Xeros, which has received many accolades for
its revolutionary clothes washing techniques with a much
reduced requirement for water.
The portfolio includes early stage to mature businesses and has
exposure to five main sectors – Energy & Renewables, Medical
Equipment & Supplies, Pharma & Biotech, IT & Communications
and Chemicals & Materials. To date, fifteen of the portfolio
companies IP Group has backed have listed on the AIM market of
the London Stock Exchange and one on ISDX. Without IP Group
and Fusion IP it is difficult to visualise how Universities would
have commercialised their discoveries.
IP Group has developed its own proprietary methodology for
systematically commercialising intellectual property and
technology. The methodology consists of three core components
- deal flow, business building and capital. Our model has enabled
us to build a portfolio of over 70 companies that have been
created based on research from our partner universities or, in
certain cases, from select sources outside these partnership
agreements.
Deal flow
IP Group pioneered the concept of the exclusive long-term
partnership model with UK universities and now has
arrangements covering twelve of the UK’s leading universities,
including those under its commercialisation agreement with
Fusion IP plc. The Group’s specialist in-house sourcing team
works with our partners to identify promising research and to
create and build businesses around this research.
Having been formed in 2014 the company is mature in both its
learned experience, its investee companies are maturing and
ready to IPO. Long term we expect significant value to be
realised from exiting some of their investments, improving its
University relationships, and by expanding in the USA.
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Melrose Industries
Key Data
Ticker:
MRO.L
Sector:
Industrials
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£3.8bn
Price:
295p
12 month High/Low: 323p/231p
Yield:
3.7%
P/E:
13x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Melrose
Industries
PLC
acquires
manufacturing businesses and improves
them. It is an international business which has
four distinct operating divisions namely
Energy, Lifting, Other Industrial, and Elster.
Melrose has an enviable track record, driving its market cap from
£13m to nearly £4bn today in 10 years. The average annual
return on investment comes out at 27% (since first deal in
20105). The Company’s skill or USP is improving acquired
company’s headline operating margin.
Major acquisitions include: McKechnie Aerospace (margin from
18% to 24%); Dynacast (11% to 16%); FKI (10% to 16%).
Elster
In August 2012 Melrose completed the £1.8 billion acquisition of
Elster, a world leading engineering company, established over
100 years ago, designing and making meters and gas utilisation
products mainly for the energy market. The deal was funded by a
fully underwritten Rights Issue, which raised £1.2 billion. So far its
margin has improved from 12.8% to 16%. Melrose sees
opportunities to improve Elster’s performance through
expanding margins and improving the quality of the business
through investment and development.
On 21 January 2014 Melrose announced a Return of Capital:
 Proposed return of capital of 47 pence per share
 Shareholders have the choice as to how to receive the
proceeds
 11 for 13 Share Capital Consolidation
 Melrose well positioned to create superior shareholder
value going forward
At the interims announced in November management
commented:
Outlook
The outlook for Elster is encouraging with the improvement in
operating margins set to continue into 2014. We also expect
further improvement in performance from Brush and Bridon in
2014. Revenue growth across the Group still remains hard to find
but there are some early signs that 2014 could also be a better
sales environment. We are pleased with the way the Group is
trading this year and with the substantial shareholder value
created.
The excellent returns to shareholders give us confidence in the
management going forward and we have no hesitation in
backing them.
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Parkmead
Key Data
Ticker:
Sector:

PMG.L
Oil & Gas
Producers
Market:
FTSE AIM 100
Market Cap:
£185m
Price:
262p
12 month High/Low: 299p/161p
Yield:
P/E:
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Parkmead Group is an oil and gas
company engaged in oil & gas
exploration and production. From a
standing start 2 years ago, as at November 2013, Parkmead is
receiving revenue from over 1000 boepd, with 25.4m barrel (2P)
reserves with 48 blocks under licence.
However, on 30th December 2013, the Company announced it
has signed an agreement to increase its ownership in the Athena
field from 10% to 30%. Completion is subject to the usual partner
and regulatory approvals.
Total production from the Athena field averaged circa 9000 bopd
in Q2 2013, but subsequent pump work has reduced the average
to circa 7,500bopd. There is a work programme planned for 2014
to increase production back up to normal levels. Parkmead's
increased interest in the field will provide the Company with
significant growth in production revenues and operating cash
flows.
The acquisition of the additional interest in the Athena field fits
perfectly into Parkmead's strategy to become a key E&P player in
the North Sea. The Group has been awarded a total of 30 blocks
spanning eight licences across the UK, through the 27th Licensing
Round, including high potential areas West of Scotland and West
of Shetlands. In addition to increasing its stake in Athena, the
Group continues to build its presence in the Central and Southern
North Sea. Parkmead operates the Greater Perth oil area, and has
built extensive acreage with a number of exploration prospects
to add to the Platypus gas field and the recent gas discovery at
Pharos. We believe the story of Parkmead is in its first chapters
and continue to believe there is serious value building here.
On 28th January 2014 Parkmead announced that it has raised
approximately US$66.0 million (£40.0 million) through an
oversubscribed placing of 15,686,275 new Ordinary Shares at
255 pence per share. The Shares have been placed with certain
institutional and other investors. The Company is therefore
looking to secure additional funding to accelerate opportunities
to develop its existing asset base, as well as take advantage of
valuable M&A opportunities as they arise. Being well capitalised
will enable Parkmead to demonstrate balance sheet strength and
certainty of funding, which is key to success in sourcing and
completing acquisition opportunities.
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Prudential
Key Data
Ticker:
PRU.L
Sector:
Life Insurance
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£31.6bn
Price:
1,276p
12 month High/Low: 1,389p/915p
Yield:
2.4%
P/E:
13x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The principal activity of the company is
the provision of financial services to
individuals and businesses in Asia, the
US and UK. It offers a wide range of
retail financial products and services
and asset management services throughout these territories. The
retail financial products and services principally include life
insurance, pensions and annuities as well as collective investment
schemes. The group's two operating segments are Insurance
operations and Asset management. Insurance operations
principally comprise of products that contain both significant and
insignificant elements of insurance risk. Asset management
comprises both internal and third-party asset management
services, inclusive of portfolio and mutual fund management,
where the group acts as an advisor, and broker-dealer activities.
The company has an under-appreciated US business in Jackson
National, with a well regarded management team, and a growing
asset management business with Funds under management in
excess of $102bn, an area often forgotten what with the media
focus on Asia to the fore, which is delivering.
In late 2014 the Company made a presentation for investors and
analysts, with three main objectives:





Asia Underlying Free Surplus Generation of £0.9 billion £1.1 billion in 2017 (2012: £484 million);
Asia life and asset management pre-tax IFRS operating
profit to grow at a compound annual rate of at least 15
per cent over the period 2012 to 2017 (2012: £924
million);
Cumulative Group Underlying Free Surplus Generation
of at least £10 billion over the four-year period from
2014 to end-2017.
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Whitbread
Key Data
Ticker:
WTB.L
Sector:
Travel & Leisure
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£6.9bn
Price:
3,935p
12 month High/Low: 3,995p/2,382p
Yield:
1.4%
P/E:
19.6x
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

The quality play in the sector.
Owning leading brands, including
Premier Inn, Beefeater Grill,
Brewers Fayre and Costa Coffee. The strong brands
deliver strong like-for-like performance; the sales
update on 10th December 2013 gave the following
figures:
Sales update (% change vs. prior year)
Sales for the 13 weeks to
th
28 November 2013

Premier Inn
Restaurants
Hotels and
Restaurants
Costa
Total

Like for like
sales
5.4%
1.80%
4.10%

Total sales

4.90%
4.30%

20.40%
13.80%

13.70%
4.40%
10.50%

Sales for the 39 weeks
th
to 28 November
2013
Like for
Total sales
like sales
4.00%
12.90%
0.60%
3.20%
2.70%
9.40%
5.30%
3.30%

20.80%
13.00%

The room pipeline in the hotels segment is 11,000. With 49,000
rooms at Interim stage, the hotel division is on target for 65,000
rooms by 2016. The branded restaurants compliment the
Premier Inn offering. Costa Coffee is an international growth
story across Europe, the Middle East, and China, at 201 stores
(21 cities, added 37 stores) has much potential. Buy, despite the
share price performance. A well managed business and still a
growth story across all the brands and geography. Management
succession has been seamless.

Analyst
Harry Stevenson
(t) +44 (0) 207 382 8384
(e) harry.stevenson@hbmarkets.com
Note: All data is correct as at Friday, 7th February 2014

Sources: Regulatory News Service, Fidessa, Proquote, Hemscott, Company Websites, Bloomberg.
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Recommendations
During the three months to end-January 2014, the number of stocks on which Beaufort Securities has published recommendations was 238, and
the recommendations were as follows: Buy - 58; Speculative Buy - 130; Hold - 43; Sell - 7.
Full definitions of the recommendations used by Beaufort Securities in its publications and their respective meanings can be found on our website
here.

This report is published by Beaufort Securities (“Beaufort Securities”). Beaufort Securities is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and is a Member of the London Stock Exchange.
This research is non-independent and is classified as a Marketing Communication under FCA rules. As such it has not been prepared in accordance
with legal requirements designed to promote independence of investment research and it is not subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of
the dissemination of investment research in COBS 12.2.5. However Beaufort Securities has adopted internal procedures which prohibit analysts
from dealing ahead of non-independent research, except for legitimate market making and fulfilling clients’ unsolicited orders.
RELIANCE ON THIS NOTE FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENGAGING IN ANY INVESTMENT ACTIVITY MAY EXPOSE AN INDIVIDUAL TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK
OF LOSING ALL OF THE FUNDS, PROPERTY OR OTHER ASSETS INVESTED OR OF INCURRING ADDITIONAL LIABILITY.
By receiving this document, you will not be deemed a client or provided with the protections afforded to clients of Beaufort Securities. When
distributing this document, Beaufort Securities is not acting for any recipient of this document and will not be responsible for providing advice to
any recipient in relation to this document. Accordingly, Beaufort Securities will not be responsible to any recipient for providing the protections
afforded to its clients.
Beaufort Securities may effect transactions in shares mentioned herein and may take proprietary trading positions in those shares, and may
receive remuneration for the publication of its research and for other services. Beaufort Securities may be a shareholder in any of the companies
mentioned in this report. Accordingly, this document may not be considered as objective or impartial. Additionally, information may be available
to Beaufort Securities or the Group, which is not reflected in this material. The remuneration of the author of this report is not tied to the
recommendations on any shares mentioned nor to the any transactions undertaken by Beaufort Securities or any affiliate company. Further
information on Beaufort Securities’ policy regarding potential conflicts of interest in the context of investment research and Beaufort Securities’
policy on disclosure and conflicts in general are available on request. Please refer to http://www.beaufortsecurities.com/important-info.
This document is not an offer to buy or sell any security or currency. This document does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It
has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The appropriateness of a
particular investment or currency will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. The investments and shares referred to in
this document may not be suitable for all investors.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Investments may go down in value as well as up and you may not get back the full
amount invested. The listing requirements for securities listed on AIM or ISDX are less demanding and trading in them may be less liquid than
main markets.
This document is based on information Beaufort Securities has received from publicly available reports and industry sources. Beaufort Securities
may not have verified all of this information with third parties. Neither Beaufort Securities nor its advisors, directors or employees can guarantee
the accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information received from any sources consulted for this publication, and neither Beaufort
Securities nor its advisors, directors or employees accepts any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising
from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the
extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by the applicable law). This document is not to be relied upon and should not be used in
substitution for the exercise of independent judgment.
This document includes certain statements, estimates, and projections with respect to the anticipated future performance of securities listed on
stock exchanges and as to the market for these shares. Such statements, estimates, and projections are based on information that we consider
reliable and may reflect various assumptions made concerning anticipated economic developments, which have not been independently verified
and may or may not prove correct. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy of such statements, estimates, and projections or as
to its fitness for the purpose intended and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date
appearing on this material only and may change without notice. Other third parties may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and
reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views, and analytical
methods of the analysts who prepared them. This report has not been disclosed to any of the companies mentioned herein prior to its
publication.
The information contained in this document is confidential and is solely for use of those persons to whom it is addressed and may not be
reproduced, further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Other persons who receive this document
should not rely on it. Beaufort Securities, its directors, officers and employees may have positions in the securities mentioned herein.
© Beaufort Securities Ltd
131 Finsbury Pavement, London EC2A 1NT
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